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account. Posts Tagged ‘Obama’ While Hillary Clinton
and her team were working out a devious fix for Bernie

Sanders’ rigged primary, Obama recently suggested
his health care reform bill could be the last thing done

by the U.S. President’s hands – who claims the bills
“paved the way for Medicare’s future” and “helped to
bring down costs that were building up under private

insurance.” “There were no costs that were simply not
covered. No out of control costs that were just left for
the states to deal with,” he said. “We made sure those
costs were not only covered but were actually slowed,”

Obama called the Affordable Care Act the “the
signature domestic achievement of his presidency,”
which according to his adviser David Axelrod,” is “a

third of the way into implementing the basic structure
that we’ve been discussing all along.” What did he
mean by that? We’ll have to wait until next week’s
presidential primary debate to find out, but Obama

can rest assured that his work won’t be done until the
last possible moment – it’s a characteristic he’s never
failed to embrace. In 2001, he had a “surprise,” if it
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was one. “I just want to be completely candid with
you. Part of this debate is also about the fact that he’s
got a surprise,” Joe Scarborough said of Obama during
the Democratic debate. “I think that we all remember
how he started off here in 2007, when he said: ‘Why

are we surprised when Americans are proud of
America? Why are we surprised when an Army
humbles itself and says, ‘Thank you,’ ” Obama
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